Law student leaders from Western State University College of Law, UC Irvine, Whittier Law School, and Chapman University Dale E. Fowler School of Law were invited to meet with OCBA officers and leaders and mingle with law student leaders from other Orange County law schools as well as representatives from OCBA Affiliate Bars.

1. Loan Dao, Michelle Leverton, and Abbi Loving (Whittier Law School) with OCBA Young Lawyers Division (YLD) Chair Jesse Bolling (Greenberg Gross LLP)
2. Cristina Truong (UC Irvine), Danielle Boyd (Whittier Law School), and OCBA YLD Education Chair Kyle Bevan (Minyard Morris LLP)
3. Doug Higham (Robinson & Robinson LLP), Jennifer Wilson, and Jesse Ruiz (Western State University College of Law)
4. Pamela Davidson and Amisha Dukarm (Western State University College of Law)
5. OCBA YLD Chair-Elect Michelle Philo (Adtile Technologies Inc.), Laura Lively (UC Irvine), Alison Chabot (UC Irvine), Jenaun Aboud (UC Irvine), and Allyson Thompson (Kring & Chung, LLP)
6. OCBA Board member Kirsten Kreymann (Public Law Center) and Nicole Costen (Western State University College of Law)

OCBA & OCWLA 24TH ANNUAL RACE FOR THE CURE

Sunday, Sept. 27, 2015 – Fashion Island, Newport Beach

Photos by JENNIFER TENNANT and CRYSTAL ANN GHANEM

The Orange County Bar Association and the Orange County Women Lawyers Association’s “Raising the Bar” Team participated in its seventh year at the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure. The OCBA/OCWLA Team, family, and friends raised $2,230 to support the Komen vision of a world without breast cancer. To date, the Orange County Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the Cure® has invested more than $35 million in breast health programs to help reach women in our community.

1. Andrea Reid, Mark Baines, Kristin Godeke (Prenovost, Normandin, Bergh & Dawe, APC), Jennifer Tenant (Advantage Sales and Marketing), Lauren Tennant, Robert Tennant (Veras Credit), and Alex Tennant
2. Lauren Shelby (UC Irvine), Andani Alcantara Diaz (UC Irvine), Nora Cassidy (UC Irvine), Jennaun Aboud (UC Irvine), and Katherine Ells
3. Raymond Naples, Jr. (Veras Credit) and Amanda Naples
4. Alex Tennant
5. Lily Li (Brown Wegner McNamara LLP) and Michael Reynolds (O’Melveny & Myers LLP)

To view additional photos from the event, please visit www.facebook.com/OrangeCountyBarAssociation.

www.ocbar.org
At this exclusive OCBA Young Lawyers Division (YLD) event, attendees had the opportunity to learn about the important role of professionalism and networking from OCBA President Ashleigh Aitken and President-Elect Todd Friedland. After the presentation, attendees were able to mingle and network with the speakers, YLD leaders, and other YLD members.

1. OCBA President-Elect Todd Friedland (Stephens Friedland LLP), President Ashleigh Aitken (Aitken Aitken Cohn LLP) and YLD Chair Jesse Bolling (Greenberg Gross LLP) 2. Maya Serkova and Claire Chang (Whittier Law School) 3. Claire-Lise Kutlay (Greenberg Gross LLP), Richard Walker (Public Law Center), and Brooke Weitzman (Public Law Center)